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Abstract

This paper reports an observation of how de-
signers work together to achieve integrated
building design on the basis of individual con-
tributions. A case study shows that the key-
stone of fruitfid collaboration lies in the pro-
jection of common images; and common de-
sign metaphors emerging from group inter-
pretation of the common images can function
as a communicative device, allowing for par-
ticipants to collaborate effectively. A set of
constraints on collaboration is identified via
a situation-theoretical analysis of a scenario
of collaborative design. As shown, the con-
straints derived have some implications for
building collaboration-supporting tools.

1 An Architecture Dreaming about
Fish?

In my earlier case studies of teamwork in archi-
tectural design, reported in [6, 7], one of the dis-
tinct approaches to teamwork in building design
was characterised as ’metaphorist.’ And one of
the historical cases observed shows the following
facts (See Figure 1):

The Domo Serakaito, built in 1974, is a house
christened "coelacanth" because of its (pla-
nar) shape, created within a long, heteroge-
neous group process: five members of the de-
sign team designed individual sections, which
was allowed to show in the clear joint within
the complete building. They gain unity from
the image of fish.1

*Formerly, EdCAAD, Department of Architecture,
University of Edinburgh, 20 CILami)ers Street, Edin-
burgh EH1 1JZ, UK

1For this design project, Team Zoo’s original state-
meat read as "... What came out from almost three
years of struggle was a coelacanth that crawled out

Figure 1: The plan of the Domo Serakanto Ka-
makura, designed by Team Zoo, Kanagawa Pre-
fecture, Japan, 1974.

The above and other design literature suggests
the existence of a distinct teamwork pattern for
which we name it metaphorist. It involves collec-
tive projection and interpretation of ’common im-
ages’ on the basis of individual parts contributed
by different designers. Collaborative design of this
pattern presents some interesting features that de-
mand a systematic explanation which, in turn,
may serve as references for future system design.

Consider the statement below, given by Spiedel
in the same book [8, p.15], as a ’puzzle’ to be
solved:

"Team Zoo has discovered that teamwork,
even when markedly individual, can still pro-
duce a coherent whole, if a common image ex-
ists that each individual can interpret differ-
ently, and that allows a great deal of scope."

from the sea. Domo Serakanto, with its gill, spine,
horn, cilium, teeth, antennae and scales, it appeared
in the wind and sank in the light. Domo SerMranto
is a fish dreaming about architecture, an architecture
dreaming about fish." [8, p.32].
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This paper attemt)ts to propose a descriptive
theory of collaborative design with the metapho-
fist features briefly introduced above. The the-
ory aims to explain what constitutes collaboration,
and its implications for tool building will follow.

2 The Metaphorist Scenario: An

Abstract

An overview of the nmtaphorist apl)roach to col-
laborative design in the following siml)le (somehow
abstract) scenario. The scenario also highlights
some of the teamwork features to l)e focused upon.
A more elaborate account of these features is given
in the next section.

At the inception of a design project, designers
of different expertise and perspectives firstly
set up individual workspaces for generating
and modifying design expressions targeted at
particular design aspects (domains). Partici-
pants’ setting Ul) individual workspaces may
be distril)uted over several relllOte working
sites without communication in the first in-
stance.
At some (later) design stage, participants take
part in meetings to jointly present their lo-
cal design decisions ill a common workspace.
On viewing the gathered design expressions,
l)otential connections among individual works
may be perceived and discussed among group
members. Motivated by the joint conception
of putting things together, participants pro-
ceed to carry out integration tasks collectively
in the common workspace.
By inspecting the resultant integration, par-
ticipants are, individually, motivated to carry
out further design developments in their own
working domains. They may (lecide to mod-
ify or refine the design expressions previously
made.
As local design solutions are explored or elab-
orated to a certain extent, participants meet
again. Regarding the indivi(hml design works
newly arrived at, designers carry out, again,
integration tasks to reach new states of inte-
grated design.

The scenario given above is short in(leed but
sufficient to raise some questions:
¯ How can common design images lie aggregated

or projected collectively by participants if they
know little about each other’s design domain?

¯ It seems to be tile case that aggregated design
parts or projected overall design consequences
may give rise to new developments in individual
design works, and vice versa; how can we give
an account of the apparently dual communica-
tion between what is integrated in a common

workspace and what is currently developed in
distributed individual workspaces?

¯ Given the sharing of common design images
among participants, how do design changes
made in one individual workspace affect those
in others?

My current explanation toward the above ques-
tions comes from an analysis based on the
situation-theoretical framework originally intro-
duced by Barwise and Perry [3, 1]. In particular,
by examining the constraints on the flow of in/or-
marion among different situation types, the current
study l)roduces a situation-theoretical account of
the metaphorist approach to collaborative design.

3 A Situation-Theoretical
Exposition

Given the scenario of teamwork in design ab-
stracted above, it seems natural to stipulate that
design is basically a modelling activity. By ’mod-
elling’, we refer to the performing of modelling acts
(mental or otherwise) in modelling spaces (physi-
cal or abstract) by some individuals. Collabora-
tive design, therefore, involves multiple threads of
modelling activities that give rise to complex in-
teractions. As will be shown in what follows, one
of the benefits of seeing design as modelling is that
we can thus arrive at a descriptive theory that uni-
ties the representation and communication aspects
of collaborative design.

Our presentation of the descriptive theory con-
sists of four parts. We firstly outline the basic
kinds of modelling acts and modelling spaces oh-
served in the metaphorist scenario. By putting the
action and the space aspects together, an action-
space matrix can then be constructed, which spec-
ifies eight different situation types in collaborative
design. Thirdly, we spell out the possible connec-
tions among the situation types identified, resnlt-
ing in a map (or, a pattern) of the flow of in-
formation in the metaphorist approach. Finally,
constraints on collabotution are searched out by
examining the conditions for information to flow
from one situation type to another.

3.1 Modelling Spaces

In seeing design ,as modelling, we shall introduce
the term modelling spaces to denote, more for-
mally, the kinds of workspaces set up by designers
to carry out design tasks. Two kinds of modelling
spaces can be identified from the scenario:

(I) Individual Modelling Spaces (IMSs) -- the kind
of workspaces where participants create and
evolve to model design expressions targeted at
a particular design aspect or domain of a design
project. An individual’s IMS may be physically
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and/or logically separate from other imlividu-
ais’.

(II) Group Modelling Space (GMS) -- the kind 
workspaces where members of a design team
create anti evolve to model the integration of
design parts, as contributed by the individuals,
into larger design wholes. A GMS is initially
a public visual space for displayil,g individually
made design expressions; a GMS may be devel-
oped to accommodate new elements and func-
tionality emerging from direct or indirect com-
munication among participants. The emerging
elements and functions are essential to the real-
isation of design integratiou as iutended by tile
group members

3.2 Modelling Acts

As shown it, the scenario above, it. cat, be said that
designers perfornl actions of various kinds to pro-
duce, ct, ange, or evaluate states of design works.
We now look into these actio,,s of designing more
closely it, the following tern,s:

(a) Abstraction--tl,e acts of forming a design repre-
sentation scheme with which a designer estab-
lishes correspondences hetween his or her mod-
elling space and the aspects of the artefact yet,
to be constructed in the real worhl.

(b) Generation--the acts of producing specific (cot,-
crete) design expressions (i.e., drawings, design
specifications, etc.). In short, generation is
about tile use of a representation scheme by an
individual’s design intents.2

(c) Interpretation--the acts of ~signing, associat-
ing, or calibrating the values (or certain mean-
ings) of design expressions generated. The act
of interpretation often involves a designer’s re-
ferring to design knowledge developed and accu-
mulated in certain design domains (e.g., I)uihl-
ing standar(Is, ergonomics, material strengths,
etc.).

(d) Modification--the acts of making changes in
(parts of) the representation schemes abstracted
or the design expressions generated. The acts of
modificatic;~ 1,ormally have the objectives of ex-
tending the scope of a rel)resentation scheme by
introducing new elements or operations, and of
changing tl,e properties and relations of design
iustances constructed.

To add another (limension into our view of (le-
sign a.s modelling, we may tern, the above design

~The notioq of design it,tet,ts in the acts of generat-
ing design expressions should be eml)h;L~ize(I, because
a representation schellle Oil its own cannot explain why
different (specific) expressiol,s result even if the imli-
viduals employ the same representation scheme.

N Modetling

Individual Local Domain Changes in
IMSs Object Des~n DesignWortds Decisions Agendas LDD or in

(lOW) (LDD) (DDA) lOW

Shared CorlTrrlon Common Changes in
GMS Images Design

Metaphors CI or in
(sis) (co (CMO) SIS

Figure 2: An action-space matrix generating eight
generic states of individual and group design work.

actions as ’modelling acts’. The entries of mod-
elling acts listed above are four among others; and
there are no obvious causal relations assumed be-
tween the acts. For our purpose of developing a de-
scriptive theory, tile four modelling acts included
here are considered sufficient for the time being.

3.3 An Action-Space Matrix

In formulating the notions of modelling spaces and
nmdelling acts, for the reason of convenience, we
have separated them into two camps¯ As read in
the scenario, modelling acts always take place in
group or individual modelling spaces. We now put
tile two formulations together with the aim of con-
strutting an action-space matriJc (Figure 2). The
matrix is presented to generate and classify eight
generic states of individual and group design work¯

3.4 The Flow of Information

For every single situation type generated in the
action-space matrix, we have given explanations
accordingly. TILe explanation thus carried out
seems to suggest some constituents of a struc-
tural view of the metaphorist approach. As has
been shown in our sequence of explanation, we
have tacitly imp’,ied a kind of dependence relation
among tile situation types classified; i.e., some sit-
uations may tbllow if and only if others occur in
the first instance. To see the kind of dependency
more clearly, we need to lint all the situation types
presently classified back into the metaphorist sce-
nario given earlier. In so doing, a schematic map
of tile flow of information in the metaphorist ap-
proach to collaborative design is constructed in
Figure 3.

3.5 Constraints on Collaboration

According to situation theory, when once we have
some idea about the flow of information among
abstract or concrete situations classified for an ac-
tivity, we are in a better position to systematically
spell out tile constraints (or logic) which governs
that activity. In the final part of our exposition,
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Figure 3: The flow of information among tile situ-
ation types classified in tile metal~horist approach
to teamwork ill building design.

a logic of the metal~horist approach to collabo-
rative design is sought for. Firstly, in a slightly
arbitrary way, the overall picture of the informa-
tion flow gained above is individuated into four
smaller sections. Upon each section, in the format
of ’from to’, an intermediate goal (task) of team-
work is focused; we then look into the general con-
ditions for these tasks to be fidfilled by members
of a design team.

(a) from distributed local design dccisions (£DDi)
to a collective presentation of f.’DD (E E’D’Di)--
What is involved when members of a design
team decide to jointly present their local design
decisions to one another?

A call for participation is sent out by a mem-
ber (or members) to other members of a de-
sign team, which specifies when and where a
design meeting will be held;

- In response to the call, team members do turn
up for the meeting and bring along their lat-
est design dew’lopments ill various design do-
mains;

- A common visual space is set up for display-
tug all participants’ f_.DDs such that potential
relations or connections among parts of tile
£DDs can be perceived and discussed among
the participants.

Tile above three conditions point to the need
of holding design rotclings, in which design de-

cisions made by different individuals in dis-
tributed sites are gathered together in a single
workspace. From this, we may formulate our
first constraint on collaborative design as fol-
lows:

Cons’t 1 : ([£DD~, £:PDb,...] ".-*

~£DDi) ~ Meeting

(b) from ~tT:D:Di to the generation of common im-
ages (CZ)--Given a common visual space is
available, what is involved in participants’ ar-
riving at common design images from their joint
display of local design decisions?
When participants of a design meeting envis-
age that parts of their local design decisions can
be interrelated in one way or another, common
design images can be constructed in a shared
workspace on the basis of gathered £DDs. To
realise tile relations intended, the generation of
C2" may necessarily involve sets of concepts for
integration, for example:

- concepts in terms of new design elements that,
can be deployed by participants when joining
their local designs into a larger composition;

- concepts in terms of spatial operations that
can be applied to geometrically transform
parts of local designs prior to the final gen-
eration of integrated design images;

- concepts in terms of projective operations ap-
plicable to project certain kinds of over all
design effect on the basis of multiple inputs of
local design decisions.

As interpreted in our action-space matrix,
Shared blte.gration Schemas may result from
group members’ joint abstraction of the means
for realising tile intended interrelations among
individual works. Seen in the information flow
framework, SIS has a fimctional role to play--
elements of SIS constrain the flow of design in-
formation from gathered £DDs to CZ.3 For this
reason, tile second constraint on collaborative
design may be expressed ~s follows:

ConJt 2 : (E£DDi ~ CZ) ~ SIS

(c) from CZ to distributed domain design agendas
(DD.Ai)--How do participants acquire their do-
main design agendas for filrther design develop-
ments in relation to the common images gener-
ated previously?

There are evidences from designers’ retrospec-
tion showing that a state of CZ can be mapped

"~A fltrther analysis into what is involved in par-
ticipants’ developing shared integration schemas is re-
ported in [5].
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onto (interpreted as) particular templates or pat-
terns which serve members of a design team
to achieve a sense of wholeness. The mapping
(or interpretation) may be initially proposed 
some individual(s), and then get recognised 
the rest, of the team members.4 When such
an interpretation of t’I is commonly agreed by
all participants, we say that a common design
metaphor has emerged.
tlere is a situation similar to the use of
metaphors in ordinary conversations--the cre-
ative uses of some rhetorical devices for the
purpose of comnnmication. However, as men-
tioned before, the metaphors created and passed
around by designers are more of the nature of
imagery or graphics, hence the term ’design
metaphors’ is introduced.
Given a metaphorical framework emerging fl’om
group design processes, participants can al-
ways have individual interpretations of C2" with
a different purpose fi’om inter-personal design
communication,r’ An individual’s interpretation
of U2" is mainly oriented toward a redefinition
of existing relations, or an articulation of new
relations, between individual contributions and
emerging wholes.
This is like a participant’s reflecting on (1) what
his or her (new) local role is about, given 
emerging design context rendered in CT~Ad; (2)
what needs to be (lone to fldfil the role more ex-
actly. Therefore, interpretation of this mode in-
volves a domain-specific design perspective and
knowledge that an individual is working with. A
domain design agenda may arise from an indi-
vidual’s design enquiry of this kind. To different
participants, the agendas acquired highlight de-
sign issues to he handled in refining or changing
domain design decisions previously made.
Following the above account, we may point out
that without the emergence of C2").A4, it. is less
likely that each design party could draw up in-
stant guiding agendas that are pertinent to con-
tinual domain design developments:

cons’t .3 : (t’z -.~ [pT~A~, ~z~A~,...]) CI~M

(d) from individual or joint design changes in local
design decisions ( A E ~D~Di) to design changes

4A deeper exposition of what constrains a person’s
ahility to suggest such all interpretation and the al,ili-
ties of others to recognise the proposed interpretation
is beyond the scope of this paper.

5It is questionable if ,all participants can always ex-
ercise their individual interpretation of a state of CZ.
This paper suggests that the ~sociation of a C’DjV/
with a state of CZ is an essential attribute fiJr allowing
multiple interpretations of C2".

in common intages ( A C2")--Assume that some
design changes are made by some individuals (in
accordance with/,heir domain design agendas),
how are the changes intended by individuals re-
fleeted in the changes of common images?
Given a newly acquired/)79.4, a participant may
proceed to develop his or her domain designs
further, resulting in certain (intended) changes,
regarding the existing/:~Dg, or more flmdamen-
tally, the current status of lOW.
Due to participants’ sharing a working proto-
col for design integration, changes intended in
one design domain may have critical implica-
tions for the works pursued in other domains;
that is, the ’repercussion’ effect. Therefore, for
an individual to be able to actually realise his
or her intended changes, they have to be pub-
licised to other participants for hohting an ’ex-
ploratory integration’. By examining the con-
sequent changes in the current state of CZ,
participants can have their own (domain- ori-
ented) judgements for SUl)porting or rejecting
the changes proposed. More specifically, we may
think of the following examples of group inter-
action involved in making design changes:

- backtracking. The person who proposes has
to drop the intended changes because some
members cannot accept the outcome or the
implications of the proposed changes from
their own design perspectives;

- competing. The proposed design changes are
not agreed by some other members hut in-
vite the members’ design thinking, and they
may subsequently produce alternative design
changes that compete with the original ones;

- coordinating. Participants accept the result
from an explorative integration and respond
to the changes projected by making changes
in relevant design domains to coordinate the
proposed ones;

- confirming. The explored integration result
judged satisfactory to all participants, and
it does not demand filrther changes to be
made in relevant design domains; participants
simply send their confirmations to the pro-
poser(s).

Viewed as the above, communications among
team members are necessarily involved in the
transition from changes in local design decisions
to a new state of common images. 6 To bet-
ter summarise what conditions information flow

6There lies a ba.~ic difference between the con-
straint of Aleeting described earlier and tile constraint
Consulting identified here; the meeting constraint
points to the joint abstraction of means for design inte-
gration, while tlle latter one points to tile joint judge-
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in this section, a Consvlting constraint is ex-
pressed as follows:

Cons’t 4 : (EA£D’Di ..~ ACZ) ~ Consulting

4 Pointers to Developing
Collaboration Support

Researchers of situation theory have demonstrated
that a situation-theoretical modelling of hmnan
activities can lay a foundation for designing in-
teractive information systems usefld to the activ-
ities (see, e.g., [2, 4] among others). As a reser-
ach agenda, the current study of the metaphorist
pattern of creative human collaboration also sug-
gests several SUl)porting issues to 1)e fllrther inw~.s-
tigated:

(1) Support for joint presentation of local de-
sign decisions. A cottttlton visual space is nee(led
in whicl, members of a design team can jointly
present their latest domain design develol)ments
so that potential co.nections among locally devel-
oped works can be constantly envisaged I)y who-
ever participates in tl,e meeting. More specifically,
this suggests at le‘a~t three mechanisms to be pro-
vided: the networking of remote workspaces, the
scheduling of meeting, aml the filtering of surface
images from domain design expressions.

(2) Support for joint abstraction of shart:d i~,te-
gration schemas. An important requirement is
that the construction of common images are al-
ways based on local design decisions ,as the source
expressions. Therefore, a general spatial or func-
tional language is needed so that participants can
define new joint elements or operations by trans-
lating and comhining (hmmi, concepts into shared
integration schema.s.

(3) St, pport for joint interpretation, of common
image.s. Currently, we don’t have evidence show-
ing that common design metat~hors are repre-
sented in any ,,xplicit way but seemingly ’lloating’
among tile meeting minds. IIowever, a distributed
database allowing l)articil)ants to quickly retrieve
visual rt’ftrcnces for current use ca. certainly en-
hance gro.I) int~raction in recognizing the signifi-
cance of a n,,wly g~qmrated conlnlOll image.

(4) Sl,pport for consuitation in making design
changes. Due to the operation of shared i,tegra-
tion schema.~, one nn’ml,er’s design changes may

cause fitrther changes in other domains to be fol-
lowed. A hol,sekceping mechanism can he devel-
oped to send alerts to grouI) members when mak-
ing design changes.
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